
ABOUT 

 

This website is not just about explaining the real story behind Blood Diamonds, two 

words that conjure up the thoughts of two more words “Conflict Diamonds” that has 

us, particularly US Americans, not wanting to dig any further other than thinking 

that with the declining US Dollar how will this affect DeBeers who sell most of their 

cut diamonds in the United States. 

 

Diamond Currency are two words which once understood not only are a 

“conversation stopper” but you instantly become aware of how you are very much a 

part of an extraordinarily dynamic industry that brings about not only death, 

destruction, torture, murder, slavery of epic proportions that of course you were 

most likely oblivious to but much more importantly there is in fact something you 

can do about it so long as you think your “activism” wont negatively affect your 

“social order”. 

 

Before even bothering to read any further one first has to ask yourself whether you 

are in fact in the least bit interested in why you have so very little, if any, interest 

in wanting to know more about why it is that it is the “easily impressed” who are 

the most “distracted” but now more so than ever before, thanks to the Internet and 

very specifically email which keeps track of what is said as well as not said, such 

“goo-goo-eyed” and so very quick with their “gift of the gab” are now increasingly 

“deafeningly silent”, increasingly unsure who knows not only as much as they know 

about DeBeers who come in all forms of shapes and sizes just like their worthless-

fictitious so very blood stained diamond currency but in addition to more also know 

exactly when you became aware of this most repressive regime who are in control 

of allocating the world’s resources including human, no concern whatsoever with 

market forces since they have the ability to price fix just like their diamond 

currency everything under the sun, as well as what you did about your knowledge 

of such epic corruption apart from just simply keeping it to yourself to profiteer that 

much more from DeBeers being so very generous when dishing out their crumbs. 

 

Not to mention, I doubt you know of anyone who will want to debate me on the 

subject of “family loyalty” that goes as far in most instances as the money you have 

in your back pocket. 

 

To mention little of the truth while initially painful it does set you free most of all to 

choose the company of those not co-opted-corrupted whose only business, only 

motivation is to make you as corrupt as them if not more so. 

 

It is an interesting phase, “Deafening silences speak volumes”. 

 



What you may not first notice on the homepage of just3ants.com is the “$ hit list” 

of those who have “crossed my path” which is all about encouraging the next 

generation to be fastidious in “searching for the truth” and once exposed to the 

light-Knowledge-Information-Light of their own corruption which finds its roots in 

one most dynamic organization whose name is not as important as their 

extraordinary misdeeds, so they not only become silent but they serve to empower 

those not yet co-opted-corrupted. 

 

What you will experience when repeatedly visiting just3ants.com is that this list 

that includes names you are familiar with including very possibly your own will grow 

but not to the point that it becomes “cumbersome” given how there are currently 

only some 7 billion of odd of us humans on planet mother earth and I know for a 

fact that I am not corrupt. 

 

I can only talk for myself just like only you know exactly who you are and if you are 

corrupt then in all likelihood you will be that much more attracted to this most 

dynamic website and if not then of course there are others who know you who 

might feel it is important when empowering the next generation of kids to parent 

the parents who need the most help to share with us their knowledge of your 

corruption even if it is no more than turning a blind eye to evil. 

 

I am convinced that I am alive, fit and well at age 50 young only because I while 

living life to the fullest, drive a fast motorcycle, live on the edge of the most 

beautiful Torrey Pines cliff with the grandest, most spectacular Monterey Pine trees 

framing our picture to the world making perfect sense of the words, “God who are 

art in heaven”, I have never allowed a single known misdeed “pass me by” and that 

includes taking my time in bringing to justice the world’s most vicious, most 

devious, most deranged group of inhumane human beings who make up the 

dynamic DeBeers organization. 

 

On November 11th, 2004, I decided to break a 24 year silence with DeBeers’ most 

significant money laundering and diamond price fixing corporation on United States 

soil. 

 

24 years year prior I had worked for Codiam Inc. headquartered on 47th Street New 

York City. 

For each of us to find our “truth”, truth that which does not change, it is first of all 

necessary to have one’s basic needs such as shelter, water, and food met and if not 

to then get together with me to make certain your local government officials 

understand that not only are they usurping their limited authority they are up 

against superior and overwhelming “forces of light”. 



Even if you are destitute and not “light on your feet”, suffering horribly from all 

forms of misery, the worst of all apart from dying of thirty, starvation and the such 

is “Poverty of Thought” where you can mouth the words but find no solution to your 

sorrows, you still have me, and then there is God since who but God could be 

responsible for me being in the position I am where in fact I am capable of helping 

each and every one of us who has enough of a voice to either ask or more simply 

type me a message that I can understand. 

 

My sexy, beautiful and intelligent French-Canadian wife summed up rather well the 

lack of intelligence of anyone who “plays ostrich” to DeBeers’ Diamond Invention 

that was created by the world’s ruling elite at the turn of the last century to have 

them while enslaving the masses with “love of money” helped greatly by removing 

art culture from the curriculum replaced with eye catching paper money and coins, 

engineering-manufacturing-distributing their own exclusive unlimited supply of 

untraceable, lightweight and never inventoried Diamond Currency price fixed by 

this mafia of mafia, counterfeiter of counterfeiters at always more than a barrel of 

oil which could only be extracted out of the ground using DeBeers diamond drilling 

bits always price fixed at more than a barrel of oil. 

 

I first became fully aware of the need to repeat things at least 20 times just like 

when dealing with a child who has to be to try around 20 times, or so my very 

precise, math wizard French-Canadian most sexy and beautiful face and body to die 

for wife has kept telling when getting a kid to try a different healthy food, when I 

started in early 2001 to make the world aware of the most extraordinary 

Presidential Pardon which to begin with is quite rare. 

 

At the 11th hour and 59th minute of President Bill “Rhodes Scholar-Lawyer” Clinton’s 

presidency, an unknown to the masses name, Marc Rich was granted a “freedom” 

so few of us get and one that I contend oil trader Marc Rich wanted like he as well 

as Bill Clinton sought out a Mossad bullet delivered by an expert rifle shot member 

of one of Israel’s most elite Special Forces units whose “signature piece” is a tennis 

ball size hole between the ears, fired from a very long gun from over a mile away. 

 

Marc Rich was not just an oil trader who traded with the enemy of both the US and 

Iran following the 1973 Yom Kippur War which in the initial stages caught Israeli 

soldiers manning the front lines in place like the Golan Heights on Israel’s northern 

border with Lebanon, Syria and Jordon being overrun and their penises cut off and 

some while still alive stuffed inside their mouths, what a way to begin the Holy 

Fast, but this American Jewish traitor of traitors made quite the handsome profit, 

buying oil at US$12 and selling it to US Americans for US$24, bearing in mind that 

Mr. Rich has no overhead to speak of, apart from who he bribes and that of course 



includes those in his inner circle including his wife and my best friend from South 

Africa Roy Essakow. 

 

One would think that of all the people in the world Roy Essakow who was on a 4 

month Ulpan in Israel with me back in the fall of 1972 but on a different Kibbutz 

would know better than to have anything to do with someone such as Marc 

“Trading with the enemy” Rich with the most black handed money one could ever 

imagine. 

 

Money corrupts like each and every other means of exchange including gold but 

gold at least has this most wonderful warmth to it and most of all it is non-

reproducible, non-corrosive and has been around from the beginning of time versus 

money that is printed by very corrupt government officials who have no loyalty to 

anything, not even family members, let alone country or religion. 

 

Roy Essakow like me, like Marc Rich all consider ourselves Jewish which doesn’t 

really mean a whole lot considering the fact that most Jewish people are only 

Jewish when it suits them. 

So easily we forget that Marc Rich got the most extraordinary Presidential Pardon 

from an educated, Rhodes Scholar President Bill Clinton even though Marc Rich was 

not even living in the United States at the time. 

 

In fact Marc Rich like Roy Essakow was living the life of Riley in Zug, Switzerland 

ever since this traitor of traitors decided to become a “fugitive from US Justice” 

never having once spent a day let alone a night in jail for his most abominable 

crimes of treason. 

 

Now it is possible that Roy Essakow was already now living in the United States 

with his wife and two twin daughters in La Jolla, California overlooking Black Beach 

where I once took this great photo of my most beautiful bodied slim, trim and fit 

most extraordinary athletic French-Canadian wife with the milkiest of skin sitting 

naked on a rock with her head covered by a relatively tight fitting straw hat which 

was turned away from the camera, all that was showing were part of her great 

smile and the shadow of her one most perfectly formed tit. 

 

I would love to show you that photo but Marie Dion Gevisser who also agrees it is 

one great photo of a very self confident woman whose face you would not be able 

to recognize, has threatened me with divorce which of course I can easily with it 

but it is all the other stuff I would lose including her great sense of humor, her 

wittiness, her so very cute French accent, her so exciting daily interactions that of 

course make her one most walkin-talkin work of art that Frankie Avalon had to be 

thinking of when he or whoever wrote that song that I have yet to hear. 



 

Please support my cause by emailing your protests to mdgart@sellnext.com. 

 

Marc Rich is not on my email list but Roy is and so is his brother Jeffrey as well as 

most of their close friends and family members going back to when Roy and I were 

in kindergarten together before moving on to the same elementary and high school, 

and of course Roy was at my hastily convened “going away” party when I left 

Durban, South Africa on March 17th, 1978, first destination Chicago, Illinois, the 

Windy City. 

 

Adam Tucker mentioned to me last evening, December 2nd 2007 that his one 

grandfather, not the “harmless Ed” who fiddled both Adam and Adam’s one uncle 

Jeff who like Jeff’s father, Mike Tucker remain in the most extraordinary denial and 

of course wanting to now “kill the messenger”, would sing this Yiddish song: 

 

Oi oi oi a shiker is a goy!  
 

Goys-Gentiles do in fact suffer much more horribly from alcoholism that doesn’t 

excuse either their “poor judgment” to drench their sorrows by being so very often 

shiker-drunk or us Jewish people who don’t have the excuse of being alcoholics but 

who have this dam annoying habit of being so fricken highly selective in our 

memories once it gets just like the Gentiles too close to home. 

 

Look at each and every inmates face not here in the US but in every single jail 

throughout the world. 

Find me one more evil human being apart from The IT than Marc Rich and Co. and I 

would gladly support them remaining in my custody the rest of their natural lives. 

 

The fact is it is doubtful such a human being exists. 

Marc Rich was also a coward-bully and who thought nothing when a fugitive from 

US Justice to VOLUNTARILY relinquish his American citizenship. 

 

Now go back to the faces of every inmate in the world and then ask them what they 

think of Bill Clinton. 

Bill Clinton was a Rhodes Scholar. 

 

The Rhodes Scholar is funded by the estate of Cecil Rhodes, the founder of De 

Beers. 

 

Cecil Rhodes was not a shy man in great part because he was backed by military 

mite of the United States of America and Great Britain. 

 



His first will, that was public even prior to his death has remained in the public 

domain now for some 105 odd years since Rhodes’ death in 1902, the same year 

young diamond dealer clerk Ernest Oppenheimer arrived in South Africa from 

Germany and began taking “command and control” of DeBeers but only in 

“namesake”. 

 

Cutting and pasting from Wikipedia – Cecil Rhodes: 

 

In his first will (before he had any real money), Rhodes wanted to create a secret society that 

would bring the whole world under British rule. The exact wording of the will is: 

 
To and for the establishment, promotion and development of a Secret Society, the true aim and 

object whereof shall be for the extension of British rule throughout the world, the perfecting of 

a system of emigration from the United Kingdom, and of colonisation by British subjects of all 

lands where the means of livelihood are attainable by energy, labour and enterprise, and 

especially the occupation by British settlers of the entire Continent of Africa, the Holy Land, the 

Valley of the Euphrates, the Islands of Cyprus and Candia, the whole of South America, the 

Islands of the Pacific not heretofore possessed by Great Britain, the whole of the Malay 

Archipelago, the seaboard of China and Japan, the ultimate recovery of the United States of 

America as an integral part of the British Empire, the inauguration of a system of Colonial 

representation in the Imperial Parliament which may tend to weld together the disjointed 

members of the Empire and, finally, the foundation of so great a Power as to render wars 

impossible, and promote the best interests of humanity. 

 

Also in his last and testament, he provided for the establishment of the Rhodes Scholarships. The 

scholarship program enables students from territories under British rule, formerly under British 

rule, or from Germany, to study at the University of Oxford. 

 

Rhodes' will also left a large area of land on the slopes of Table Mountain to the South African 

nation. Part of this estate became the upper campus of the University of Cape Town, part became 

the Kirstenbosch gardens, while much was spared from development and is now an important 

conservation area. Rhodes Memorial stands on Rhodes' favourite spot on the slopes of Devil's 

Peak, with a view looking north and east towards the Cape to Cairo route. Rhodes' house in Cape 

Town, Groote Schuur, has recently been inhabited by the ex deputy president Jacob Zuma. The 

cottage in Muizenberg where he died is a national monument. Rhodes was laid to rest at World's 

View, a hilltop located approximately 35 kilometers south of Bulawayo, in what was then 

Rhodesia. Today, his grave site is part of Matobo National Park, Zimbabwe. 

 

In 2004, he was voted 56th in the SABC3's Great South Africans. 



 

In 1947 when my highly secretive Royal Mater-Mother, age 18 arrived by ship in 

South Africa with her immediate family headed by my granddad Al who like my 

mother was raised by his pogrom orphaned mother, Nechie Badash who with her 

strong and most trusted ties to David Ben Gurion, the head of the most significant 

Jewish Underground movement fighting the British-Americans in Palestine for a 

Jewish homeland, was much more than a “gun runner” who have inevitably a rather 

poor habit of forgetting “Loose Lips Sink Ships”, the Badash-Ashes first stayed for 

two weeks at the 5 Star Mt. Nelson Hotel located at the foothills of Table Mountain 

and could have quite easily settled in permanently to the Mt. Nelson given how my 

granddad Alef-Albert-Al Badash-Ash was worth a cool one million English Pound 

Sterling and it was all in cash. 

 

Such monies were of course worth a whole lot more than the US$6 million my 

father’s first cousin David Gevisser was paid as a “sign on bonus” when in March 

1971, some 5 odd months before the US went officially off the Gold Standard, my 

uncle became, following the St. Mary’s Abby church funeral on March 2nd 1971 of 

Mossad assassinated American Charles Engelhard, the executor of Charles 

Engelhard’s extraordinary mineral rich estate. 

 

When clicking on to the hyperlink below that takes you to what I sent last evening 

to my Israeli-American friend Shunit still looking for a well hung Jewish lover and if 

not then anyone so long as they don’t talk during oral sex you would have come 

across reference to the FO'SH (Hebrew abbreviation for PLUGOT SADEH or Field 

Companies) which was an elite Jewish strike force established as the commando 

arm of the Haganah in 1937, during the Great Arab Revolt of 1936-1939 in the 

British Mandate of Palestine. Its members were hand-picked by Yitzhak Sadeh, 

commander of the Jewish Settlement Police. 

 

By March 1938 the FO'SH had 1,500 trained fighters divided into 13 regional 

groups. They were armed with stolen British SMLEs, grenades, rifles and some 

small arms, and attacked Arab villages in swift raids with Charles Orde Wingate's 

Special Night Squads, taking full advantage of their mobility. 

 

The FO'SH was disbanded in 1939 to create a larger force known as the HISH (HEYL 

SADEH or Field Force). During World War II FO'SH veterans were trained by the 

British for commando night raids. 
 



The HISH (Hebrew: ש"חי, an abbreviation of Heil Sade, 'field force') was formed by 

the Haganah in the British Mandate of Palestine in 1939 following the disbandment 

of the smaller mobilized force known as the FOSH. 

 

Below is a hyperlink taking you to my mother’s craftily worded memoirs first 

broadcasted via email on October 9th, 2001; not to mention the last time I saw my 

mother was in late December 20001 and the last time we spoke was in our late 

summer of 2004 when Zena ended a phone call she had initiated in order to “make 

shalom” with the words, “Are you not concerned about your life?” after I had 

brought her attention to Chapter 18, THE AMERICAN CONSPIRACY of Edward Jay 

Epstein’s epic non-fiction novel only available today over the internet; chapter 18 

only making reference to American Charles Engelhard, a liberal United States 

Democrat who in addition to funding the Kennedy clan was an “open supporter” of 

the heinous South African Apartheid Regime. 

 

Oliver Stone in his movie JFK brought out a number of interesting facts about the 

assassination of President John F. Kennedy but throughout this very long movie one 

keeps hearing the word “good” in reference to JFK and his equally evil full brother 

Attorney General of the United States Robert F. Kennedy who while most Americans 

know so very little about their most evil anti-Semitic father, Joseph P. Kennedy 

knew everything I knew about Joe P. Kennedy bearing in mind I never go to sit 

around the dinner table as did JFK and RFK as well as Senator Ted Kennedy and 

hear their father mouth off about “US banker Jews” controlling the world. 

 

Chapter 18 nor any of the other chapters in this most fascinating book detailing the 

devious nature of the DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel, the cartel of cartels, special 

interest of special interest group, make mention that Senator Ted Kennedy along 

with former President Lyndon Johnson and Vice President Johnson, all socialist-

Nazi-Democrats attended the very public CHURCH funeral of Mossad assassinated 

American Charles Engelhard laid to rest at St. Mary’s Abby Church, Morris Town, 

two words, New Jersey, on March 2nd 1971 some 10 years after his bought and paid 

for brother President elect John F. Kennedy met with Ernest Oppenheimer's son, 

Anglo South African Harry Oppenheimer at the Carlyle Hotel located on the upper 

east end of Manhattan, New York City, the money laundering capital of the world. 

 

In fact Wall Street Journal editorialist and investigative reporter Edward Jay Epstein 

doesn’t even mention in this fact and date filled Chapter, THE AMERICAN 

CONSPIRACY, exactly when Mossad assassinated American Charles Engelhard died 

which was just over a decade after Engelhard arranged this most extraordinary 

meeting on US soil between the head of the mafia of mafia who should have been 

arrested the minute he stepped foot on US soil and the incoming President of the 



United States who also carries the title, Commander In Chief of all US Armed Forces 

including the CIA. 

 

Instead increasingly edgy EJE leaves the reader to believe that the DAAC are so 

very omnipotent that they could have just a “New York diamond dealer arrange” 

such an extraordinary meeting in full view of the entire United States Congress, the 

Justice Department that oversees the FBI, the Secret Service and again the CIA. 

 

Mr. Epstein does not, however, leave anything to imagination in his Chapter 9, 

DIAMONDS FOR HITLER, subtitle, THE SECRET WAR REPORT OF THE OSS/CIA in 

which he makes “as plain as Jane” that DeBeers not only play all sides to war which 

is a very good business for those who profit from war, but they fear not any of their 

bought and paid for elected and non-elected government officials. 

 

The reader of The Diamond Invention is left with a very clear impression from that 

extraordinary meeting between JFK and Harry Oppenheimer that JFK is totally 

corrupt but without the background that I am providing in “real time”, all of this 

included unedited versions going up on US military bulletin boards and blogs, one 

would not necessarily know how very staged was that meeting at the Carlyle Hotel 

given how again increasingly edgy Edward Jay Epstein makes no mention that 

Mossad assassinated Charles Engelhard first met with both JFK and Jackie O prior 

to the 1960 so very rigged Presidential election at his Camp Chaleur estate across 

the border in Quebec, Canada. 

 

So now we go back to my 4 letters to the Editor of the Jerusalem post, the first one 

published on February 1st, 2001 some 10 after Bill “Cecil Rhodes-DeBeers Scholar 

lawyer” Clinton granted a so very rare Presidential Pardon to the traitor of traitors 

Marc Rich which both Rich and Clinton wanted as much as they wanted a tennis ball 

size hole placed permanently between their ears. 

 

The Office for the Israeli Defense Department Attache at the Israeli Embassy in 

Washington DC. Continue to protest, but not very loudly, that they have yet to 

receive any of my follow up emails which were in response to their request that I be 

both “CLEAR and SHORT” with my question that once again reads: 

 

Do you refute the Israeli Military Intelligence report that I was the first to be allowed to 

broadcast not just once but repeatedly: 

 

Immediately following the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, Al Quaida who serves the 
best interests of certain US banking interests with direct ties to the House of 
Saud, will launch a series of attacks on the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi 
Arabia that in the next instant will paralyze the U.S. economy; much like this very 
smart, not so top secret Israeli Military Intelligence report is designed to do, and at 



the same time explaining why precisely Al Quaida has not attacked the oil fields 

 

Most people, apart from the Israeli Military Intelligence and the Mossad, Israel’s 

mostly foreign based intelligence institute with the brutally effective assassinations 

unit, will have already forgotten that my first response to the “short, clear” dictate, 

took place on Friday, November 23, 2007 3:28 PM Pacific Standard Time several 

days before Saudi Arabian officials announced they had foiled an attack on their oil 

fields. 

 

Everyone feels the innate need to live. 

 

Not everyone survives in this rather hostile world “living it up”. 

 

Certainly I know of no one who has even close to the lifestyle I enjoy with my 

awesomely gorgeous French-Canadian wife once married to THE IT. 

 

Not even a single member of the filthy rich is close to being as fearless as me and 

look at all their resources including all 3 Branches of the heavily corrupt United 

States Government. 

 

I not only choose my words carefully but I am extraordinarily patient, my potency 

coming from knowing that I am not omnipotent. 

 

Once again is a photo of Haganah sniper Ruth Westheimer seated in between my 

mother Zena and stepfather Alan Zulman. 

 



 

 

 


